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1. Project Description 
 
As per the digital action plan Appendix 3 (2018-2021) Key measures: our goal for 2021-2022 is to “Increase the use of 
coding in education and deployment of the pedagogical use of coding in schools”. We participated in 15081 Projets 
d'innovation liés aux technologies numériques (Learn to Code and then Code to learn 2020-2021). This Project helped us 
improve our coding skills thus gaining confidence. Our goal was to deep root and implement the regular practice of using 
coding and robotics in our school from kindergarten to grades 6. We continued using what we have learned from last year’s 
project (Learn to Code and then Code to learn) and implemented coding and robotics into our weekly practices in all pre-
school and elementary classes.  
 
The initial plan was that Lynn Fournier and Josianne Milllett or Mark Lyth work together and continue incorporating coding 
into lessons using various online educational resources and play-based software programs (e.g. Sphero, Code.org, WeDo2, 
Mindstorms, STEM etc.). Unfortunately, Josianne Millette and Mark Lyth left the school. Also, Covid and a general lack of 
available replacement teachers limited the time that Lynn Fournier could work with other school teachers. With the help of 
Ajay Modi, ESSB Récit Educational Consultant, Lynn Fournier did succeed in implementing coding and robotics on a regular 
basis from kindergarten to grade 6. We developed lessons where students learned to use and create with technology. The 
students in kindergarten, grades 1 and 2 worked with robotics every Friday for 60 minutes. Their homeroom teacher 
accompanied the group. The homeroom teacher observed, learned alongside the students, and could evaluate the 
students’ understanding and progress. For grades 3 to 6, we integrated coding and robotics into the Science classes.  
 
With all levels, through and with coding and robotics, we touched on Science, Math, Arts, ELA, and ERC competencies. We 
observed that cross-curricular competencies shines through coding and robotics. Intellectual competencies like uses 
information, solves problems, exercises critical judgment, and uses creativity all come into play and are reinforced through 
coding and robotics. The project meets the digital competency framework expectations. 
 
The most challenging part was finding time to prepare the materials, plan and collaborate. This was due to the lack of 
replacement teachers! 
 

2. Project Goals 
 
All our elementary students from kindergarten to grade 6 participated in this project. Thus, we met our primary goal of 
increasing and including coding and robotics at all levels. Photos are included below. We gained confidence and a greater 
understanding of how coding and robotics can positively impact our student’s learning. We were able to demystify coding 
and robotics. The students gained confidence, and all progressed at their own speed. A few students went beyond spending 
hours working on their coding games.  
 
We would have liked to have more time to collaborate and create lesson plans integrating coding/robotics into the 
curriculum in subject areas like Math, Science, Drama, Art, ERC and ELA. Unfortunately, staff absence, Covid and a lack of 
replacement teachers severely limited this. Lynn Fournier used only 1.5 of the 6 days. Josianne Millette changed position 
and was unable to participate. Even with all these constraints we still succeeded in meeting many of our goals. Ajay Modi, 
ESSB consultant and teacher Lynn Fournier collaborated to include coding and robotics into the classroom.  We will 
continue to develop and implement coding and robotics into our curriculum next year.  
 
Teachers Mark Lyth and Lynn Fournier presented several robotics projects at an online FADIO conference. 
 They shared their experiences and best practices. The comments were very positive. The copy of PPT and video is here  
We will share our experience and lesson plan activities on the provincial Recit website Digital Competency In action. For 
future use, we will share our resources with all English School Boards. Ajay Modi will share the project with all ESSB teachers 
via our internal monthly Linkup newsletter. 
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Kindergarten and Elementary Cycle 1 
 
From September to mid-April, every Friday for 60 minutes, the students explored coding and robotics. Working with 
WeDo2, they explored: 

• Pair programming and learning to work as a team. 
• Learning the WeDo2 basics, spy robot and playing with sound. 
• Learning to “Dance like a Robot”, getting hot and working with WeDo2 to build a cooling fan. 
• Learning about fireflies in nature and creating WeDo2 glowing insects that can communicate with each other using 

the motion sensor and creating light patterns. 
• Learning about man-made satellites orbiting the Earth. Using WeDo2, building their own satellite that turn. 
• What are exploration rovers? Learning about the Perseverance Mars rover and using WeDo2 to build science 

rovers (motion and tilt sensors). 
 

2021-2022 Kindergarten and Elementary, cycle 1 
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Elementary Cycle 2 
 
In cycle 2, we integrated coding and robotics as part of the Science program. The students explored: 

• Teamwork and pair programming with Code.org. 
• Inspirational videos from Code.org. like “Anybody can learn”, “What is creativity?”. 
• Technical and discovery videos like “How computers work”, What makes a computer a computer?”, “Conditionals”, 

“Repeat until”.  
• Coding activity: Mindcraft: voyage aquatic with Code.org. They even received their certificates! 
• Working with Sphero, they explored compass headings, drive, draw and block programming. 
• Played unplugged activities related to failure, perseverance, and coding. 
• Experimented with a lunch “Sphero Club”. 

2021-2022 Elementary, cycle 2 
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Elementary Cycle 3 
 
In cycle 3, we integrated coding and robotics as part of the Science program. The students explored: 

• With Artie robots, they used block programming to draw shapes, learn about angles and draw their initials. 
• Played unplugged activities like graph paper programming. 
• Unplugged activity dealing with frustrations, failure and perseverance.  
• Watched and discussed inspirational and informative videos like: “Anybody can learn.”, “Computer science is 

changing everything”, “What is creativity?”, “What makes a computer a computer”, “What is the internet?”, “Who 
owns the internet?”, “How does a picture or message get sent from one place to another?”, “Debugging”, 
“Events”, “Cyber security”, etc. 

• Code.org, Fundamentals course D. 
• Working with Sphero, they explored compass headings, drive, draw and block programming. 

 
 
 

2021-2022 Elementary, cycle 3 
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3. Project Outcomes 

 
This was Lynn Fournier’s first major experience with coding and robotics. It did involve many hours of self-learning but 
seeing the students motivated and learning is well worth the time. Often learning at the same time as the students she 
gained confidence in our student’s abilities to problem solve. Some of the more “active” students jumped on board and 
became leaders helping others in the class. Her enthusiasm overflowed and this started to see other staff members 
interested in the projects. She was particularly happy to see special needs students gaining confidence.  As these 
elementary students’ progress into high school, they will have gained experience and knowledge. We may have sparked 
future careers! One of the videos we watched demonstrated how programming and technology is part of an artistic dance 
show. Programming is now part of almost every aspect of our lives! 
 
Teachers were able to witness the advantages of learning how to code and observe the motivation of our students. They 
saw their students getting excited. Teachers and students were able to share their knowledge and experience. The potential 
to make interconnections between different subject areas is only limited by the barriers we personally put up. The unknown 
sometimes scares us! The students jump over these barriers and amaze us. More hands-on activities in the classroom 
showing real-life applications are always pedagogical winners. 
 

4. Reinvestment 
 
Lynn Fournier would like to reinvest the knowledge and experience gained to continue exploring and building cross-
curricular projects. Many see the benefits related to coding and robotics. The challenge is to find the time to work with 
together and build lessons where students use robotics to create stories in ELA, puppet shows in Drama, teach Math 
concepts through robotics etc.  
 
Participating teachers have lesson plans/mini activities/ photos/ small videos that will be shared on the provincial Recit 
website Digital Competency In action. We will share the project with all ESSB teachers via our internal monthly Linkup 
newsletter. For future use, we will share our resources with all English School Boards. 
 
As visibility increases so will teacher’s desire to get involved and use coding and robotics as a learning and teaching tool for 
all. 
 
To improve the use of robotics we must consider scheduling it in the teacher’s timetable.  This would insure the application 
and use of coding and robotics on a weekly basis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


